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JACKET REQUIRED
The a/w 18 edition of contemporary London trade show Jacket Required will welcome a number of key events,
collaborations and new signings. We discover more about the forthcoming show.
—
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RE.SUSTAIN
Re.Sustain is a collection of classic wardrobe essentials
supported sustainably. The a/w 18 collection consists of both
men’s and womenswear styles across T-shirts, sweatshirts and
punctuated with structured outerwear in the form of trousers,
jackets and tunics in dark and off-white denim. Each item is
finished with unexpected detailing through loopback-exposed
sweats, oversized pockets and double-stitched hems.
—

JACKET REQUIRED
PARTNERS WITH TROUVA
Premium London tradeshow Jacket Required will partner with online platform
Trouva for its January 2018 edition.
Trouva, the marketplace for independent stores, currently brings together
more than 350 selected boutiques across 119 towns and cities online. The platform
sources unique fashion and lifestyle goods from its network of shops, enabling
customers to shop and discover over 80,000 design-led products at the click of a
button.
Within an industry ever-competing with leading multiples and e-commerce
giants, the Trouva platform champions independent retail by building an online
platform and offering supporting infrastructure for bricks and mortar stores.
Trouva empowers its boutiques – helping shop owners remain focused on the instore experience and product selection, while it provides the tools to support an
online campaign, including click-and-collect, one-hour delivery windows and
worldwide shipping. This allows retail’s shift online to work in favour of smaller
stores, rather than against them.
“Speaking with Trouva, it was immediately evident that we share many of the
same qualities in terms of stores and labels that we work with, and there is the
opportunity to explore further how we can support our brands and buyers
together,” says Mark Batista, founder of Jacket Required.
“Jacket Required hosts 300 selected collections under one roof, allowing
retailers to catch up with existing suppliers and source new products in one place
during the international buying calendar. And Trouva embraces this same model
for the consumer. Trouva increases the visibility of smaller stores and in turn boosts
sales, with the idea that you can shop your perfect independent high street online,
putting together a shopping bag from selected stores across the country.
“So in one transaction, you can pick up a Barbour jacket from Number Six, East
London; a Sandqvist wallet from Our Daily Edit, Brighton; a Fjällräven Kanken from
No59, Wiltshire; and a pair of Lee 101 jeans from Frontiers, Edingburgh,” he adds.
Having just celebrated its second birthday, Trouva now looks to welcome
further selected boutiques into its community, and will team up with Jacket
Required to present the platform to key fashion retailers at the upcoming autumn/
winter edition.
Taking place at London’s Old Truman Brewery on 24-25 January 2018, Jacket
Required and Trouva invite you to stop by the dedicated lounge for buyers, brands
and press, and hear more about the platform, how you can be involved and talk
about becoming a Trouva store.
—
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FJÄLLRÄVEN
The start of 2018 marks 50 years since Fjällräven first introduced its
iconic Greenland jacket. To celebrate this anniversary of the jacket,
which became a pivotal piece, the brand will introduce a new
Greenland collection. The Greenland jacket, for example, is now made
of sustainable G-1000 Eco, a blend of recycled polyester and organic
cotton. The Greenland Half Century jacket, meanwhile, features taped
seams to ensure a smooth silhouette, finished with premium features,
including bonded pockets and metal cuff and hood adjustors.
—
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SPRAYWAY
Established in 1974, Sprayway is a Manchesterbased brand making its debut at Jacket
Required this season. For a/w 18, the brand
continues to build on the success of its core
Hillwalking/Outdoor range of clothing with the
introduction of two new collections. Sprayway
has taken its technical outdoor knowledge and
applied it to a more stylish everyday aesthetic,
creating the Everyday Outdoor Collection. The
second is Vanta – a small capsule collection of
three technical products constructed from
specially sourced matt black fabrics.
—
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GRENSON

BELLEROSE

After 150 years of shoemaking, iconic footwear label Grenson has
announced the launch of its first ever sneaker collection. The first
model in the collection is the Sneaker 1, based on a super clean 70s
tennis shoe and made from hand-painted calf, smooth white calf and
luxury calf suede with an Italian white rubber sole.
—

Bellerose is a premium clothing company founded in 1989 in
Belgium. Offering both womenswear and menswear, it will,
however, showcase only its men’s offering at the next edition of
Jacket Required. Comprising a series of wardrobe staples,
shirts and chinos are at the core of the seasonal collection.
With an emphasis on classic cuts and fabrics, the brand aims to
cater for men looking for timeless quality, contemporary flair
and resolute attention to detail.
—

